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	When you create an app, a website, or a game, how do you attract users, and perhaps more importantly, how do you keep them? Irresistible Apps explains exactly how to do this using a library of 27 motivational design patterns and real-world examples of how they work. 


	As a developer, you need to retain users in the new economy of advertisements, subscriptions, and in-app purchases, but how do you do this? How do some applications keep users coming back? Why do people spend hours and hours playing World of Warcraft? Why do people care about Reddit karma? What makes customers keep buying from Amazon? Why do so many people love Khan Academy?


	The answers are found in Gameful, Social, Interface, and Information patterns. Not only will you learn about these patterns, you’ll also learn why they work using psychological theories of intrinsic motivation, behavioral psychology, and behavioral economics. Good and bad implementations of the patterns are shown so practitioners can use them effectively and avoid pitfalls along the way.


	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		How to use motivational design patterns to create meaningful user experiences
	
		How to write motivational user stories
	
		About the psychology of your users
	
		Techniques for improving your software in ways your users will notice
	
		How to analyze software for motivational effectiveness using case studies and the pattern library
	
		How to apply psychological principles and patterns to solve sample design problems





	Who this book is for


	This book is for software designers and developers working on mobile and web apps, especially those using retention-based payment models. It's also for academics and students working on Human-Computer Interface and Software Engineering.
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The Handbook of Gender, Sex and MediaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The Handbook of Gender, Sex and Media offers original insights into the complex set of relations which exist between gender, sex, sexualities and the media, and in doing so, showcases new research at the forefront of media and communication practice and theory.

	
		Brings together a collection of new, cutting-edge...
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Building Serverless Microservices in Python: A complete guide to building, testing, and deploying microservices using serverless computing on AWSPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		A practical guide for developing end-to-end serverless microservices in Python for developers, DevOps, and architects.

	
		Key Features

		
			Create a secure, cost-effective, and scalable serverless data API
	
			Use identity management and authentication for a user-specific and secure...
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Introduction to Scientific Computing: A Matrix Vector Approach Using MATLABPrentice Hall, 1996

	This book presents a unique approach for one semester numerical methods and numerical analysis courses. Well organized but flexible, the text is brief and clear enough for introductory numerical analysis students to "get their feet wet," yet comprehensive enough in its treatment of problems and applications for higher-level students to...
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Business Law and StrategyMcGraw-Hill, 2020

	Melvin’s Business Law and Strategy employs critical thinking and practical, real-world examples to reinforce to students that every business decision has legal implications, regardless of the industry. Through a strategic framework, Business Law and Strategy helps undergraduate business students examine how companies can...
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Introduction to Business StatisticsSouth-Western College, 2007

	If you've ever felt intimidated or a little overwhelmed by business statistics, or if you simply want to master the power of these critical business skills, this book is for you. Weiers' INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS STATISTICS, 6E speaks to you - today's student - introducing the fundamentals of business statistics in a conversational...
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From Erdos to Kiev: Problems of Olympiad Caliber (Dolciani Mathematical Expositions)The Mathematical Association of America, 1997
'The publication of every new volume in The Dolciani Mathematical Expositions of the Mathematical Association of America is an important event ... This book is recommended to teachers, students and everyone, who enjoy the fun and games of problem solving and have the opinion that asking and answering problems is what keeps a mathematician young in...
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